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Engage your employees through innovative and effective internal communication


we advocacy, an internal communication platform, offers a new approach to sharing information internally and engaging employees.
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Discover our solutions for your internal business communication
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Internal company newsletters


Design your internal newsletters in just a few clicks


 Learn more
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Notifications, popups & text messages


Reach 100% of your company employees


 Learn more
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Polls, barometers & surveys


Regularly measure the satisfaction of your employees


 Learn more
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Company email signatures


Deploy email signatures for all your employees


 Learn more


















we advocacy designed for Microsoft and Google


Our solutions are perfectly integrated with Microsoft 365 and Google Workspace (synchronization of users and groups).





we advocacy integrates perfectly into your ecosystem


we advocacy has developed integrations with numerous solutions such as Powell Software, Sharepoint, Lumapps, OKTA,…
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Support: a dedicated project manager supports you on a daily basis


Benefit from unique support with the provision of a dedicated project manager who can answer your various questions by telephone or email.









Data security, a major issue


All your data is protected and stored in data centers in Europe. We have implemented several security policies and are supported by a third-party company which regularly carries out pentests on our platform.
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“We were able to see from our first internal banner the effectiveness of the tool. In addition, the we advocacy team is always attentive, available and responsive.”
Rafaël Llanes
 Digital communications manager ASPTT





Clients


Hundreds of customers
 already trust us


For more than 5 years we have been able to deploy our solution within organizations of all sizes and activities. Based on the principle that your employees are your best ambassadors, we have designed a simple tool to relay your internal communication.


 Read customer cases















Change the way you communicate









Optimize the dissemination of information by involving your teams and measure in detail the impact of your various internal communication campaigns









Ask for a demo    Contact us


















Changez votre façon de communiquer









Maximisez la diffusion de l’information en impliquant vos équipes et mesurez l’impact de vos campagnes de communication internes et externes.









 Regardez une démoCONTACTEZ-NOUS
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About
we advocacy was created in 2018 with the aim of helping companies to communicate better by providing them with an ergonomic, innovative and easy-to-use solution.
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This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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